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Child Language Documentation

 Language documentation: 
“comprehensive record of the linguistic practices characteristic 
of a given speech community” (Himmelmann 1998: 166)

 Largely restricted to adult language – good reasons:
 How can we document child language if we do not yet have a 

comprehensive understanding of the adult (target) language?
 What is the target language in the case of endangered 

languages anyway? How to distinguish developmental effects 
from effects of language shift?
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Child Language Documentation

 Communities want to preserve their languages, but children do 
not speak ‘correctly’ anyway – so why waste scarce resources 
documenting them?

 Language documentation has considerable methodological 
expertise – but we have little expertise in the two data types 
most relevant to language acquisition research: 
 Longitudinal data
 Experimental data
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Child Language Documentation

 Given such challenges, it is not surprising that we know 
very little about the transmission and acquisition of 
endangered languages:
 CHILDES: 58% of monolingual & 83% of bilingual corpora are 

on Indo-European (MacWhinney 2000)

 Language acquisition data for 1-2% of the world’s languages 
(Lieven & Stoll 2009: 144)

 Few studies within the language documentation paradigm (e.g. 
Chintang: http://www.spw.uzh.ch/clrp/; number of projects from within Australia, e.g., 
http://acla.languages-linguistics.unimelb.edu.au/)
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Child Language Documentation

 Why change that?
 To better understand a central cause of endangerment: 

interrupted transmission to the next generation (e.g. Fishman 1991; 
Grenoble & Whaley 2006)

 To better understand what’s universal in child language and 
child-directed speech (e.g., Bates & MacWhinney 1989; Eisenbeiss 2005; Slobin 
1985-1997)
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ELDP pilot project

 Pilot project: 
Language socialisation and the transmission of Qaqet Baining 
(Papua New Guinea): Towards a documentation project

 Combining:
 language documentation (Birgit Hellwig)
 language acquisition (Evan Kidd)
 sociolinguistics (Alex Marley)

 Goal: explore possibility of language acquisition 
research within language documentation paradigm
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Qaqet, East New Britain, PNG
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(Ethnologue 2009)

(Van Der Mark 2009)



Qaqet, East New Britain, PNG

 Baining language family (non-Austronesian):
 Qaqet [ISO 639-3: byx]
 Related languages: Mali [gcc], Qairaq [ckr], Ura [uro], Simbali [smg] 

& Mokolkol [zmh]

 Ca. 6.000 speakers
 incl. monolingual speakers & monolingual acquisition in 

remote mountains (Raunsepna)
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Raunsepna
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Views from the community

 Why record young children?
 They don’t talk very much:

“There is no way that you go with 
a long story to a baby. You will say 
a short (word) just like he (the baby) does, because he will only know 
the short (word), that’s all.” (ATA, 16/05/12)
Kuasiq ai, luqa ip [x] nani nyit, prama sitka amaigulka saqutka. Nyitaqen praum ip taqurl, ip katika dip kadrlem i 
aum, taqurla.

 They don’t talk proper language:
“We often hear a small child talk like this (incorrectly).” (AAN, 
17/05/12)
De iv iani ngenarli angarluimini ngamraqen taqurla.
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Views from the community

 Why record young children? (ctd.)
 Mixed marriages become more common – and children of 

such marriages do not speak correctly:
“They do not speak (Qaqet) straight. [...] (Because) they are mixed. 
[...] Because we are not amongst ourselves.” (AJL, 16/05/12)
Kuasiq ai rataqa tdadem. [...] Amanepna. [...] Be qurini de tika quasiq ai kiaska i uranaik. 
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Views from the community

 Suggestion from the community:
 Strong interest in elementary school materials that help 

teach correct Qaqet:
 Literacy skills to all children
 Speaking skills to children of mixed marriages

 Develop age-appropriate materials for the Elementary 
School:
 3 years of Elementary School
 Prep & Year 1 teach in Qaqet, Year 2 makes transition to Tok 

Pisin and English
 Hardly any Qaqet materials available, let alone age-

appropriate materials
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Elementary School
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Lemingel, Mitparlingi, Dangas



Logistical problems

 Ages of the children
 Age is not important and usually unknown

 Recorded on Health Cards & Baptism Records (but not 
always easy / possible to obtain)
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9;7 10;11 ?? 11;0

All four are in Elementary-
Prep, and their teachers 
thought them to be 7 years 
old.



Case study 1: Narrative development

 Frog Story (Berman & Slobin 1994):

 An illustrated picture book depicting the adventures of a 
boy, his dog and their frog

 Used to investigate narrative development:
 Children look at pictures & narrate story to an adult interlocutor 

who takes as non-active a role as possible
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Case study 1: Narrative development

Iareksaqi (6;5)

Sangunan (~ 6)

Lambert (9;6)Saminga (~ 10) Guangit (~ 10)
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Pitfalls I: Test situation

 Children were (initially) shy and uncomfortable:
 We overcame this by recording them in pairs; with teacher 

as interlocutor.
 But this created a classroom atmosphere, e.g. everybody 

was concerned about being ‘correct’.
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ZDS de ide.., nyitlu 
raqurl ide qurlu..

usually.., you see it like 
this, it (cow) throws them..

ZDS nama.. from..

ZCL s.., s.., saqip.. a.., a.., again if..

teacher 
(whispers)

asis (from) a cliff

ZCL luqi qisis it (cow) blows smoke

ZDS luqi qisis it (cow) blows smoke



Pitfalls I: Test situation

 And children co-constructed the story
 Saying not quite the same thing at not quite the same time
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Pitfalls I: Test situation

 Or negotiated a ‘spokesperson’ and helped each other out.
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ZAL kemnyim bit he looks up

ZAL (whispers) da? right?

ZJD [shakes head] [...] yes [...]

ZAL dap madangga mara.. and the dog here..

ZJD (whispers) John! John!

ZAL ia, John [...] sorry, John [...]

ZJD Johna, qena aadangga.. John now, with his dog..

ZAL (whispers) ianequuk nas! the two swim!

ZJD ianequuk nas.. the two swim..

ZAL (whispers) kauqi qimnyim sageliam! and the cow looks at the two!

ZJD kauqi qimnyim sageliam and the cow looks at the two



Some lessons I: Test situation

 Switched to recording 
children in a home 
setting:
 Logistics much more 

complicated
 But less of a test 

situation:
 Familiar setting, family 

member as  interlocutors 
– typical  interactions:
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ZMS ademga, i qua 
amaqasupka?

a hole, is it of the 
rat?

mother kuasik, auaiki no, (of) a bird

ZMS auaiki a bird

mother nemgia ri? who stays there?

ZMS aququanygi an owl

mother be nana? then what?

ZMS kiasarl sa.. it (owl) startles..

mother nana? what?

ZMS kiasarl, sama 
qaqeraqa, de 
qaat meseng

it (owl) really 
startles, the boy, 
and he falls down

mother [laughs] [laughs]



Some lessons I: Test situation

 Familiarization:
 With the researchers and the research procedure

“Yesterday I took the children and we told 
stories about a frog.” (ADN, 17/05/12)
Mani ngumer ama.., amarluis, ngulu.., uresit savrama qelminngi. 

 Narrating stories 
became a fun 
thing to do
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Pitfalls II: Cultural practices

 The story spread through the community:
 Typical ending before 11/05/12: “they pick up their frog and they go”

 Typical ending after 11/05/12: “and the space here, they took the frog 
from here”

Grand-
mother

deqerl ianluqia! and the two have 
found it now

YCS nyilara ngilkaira, 
namen lura!

see its (empty) 
space, among 
those ones!

11/05/12:
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Pitfalls II: Cultural practices

 Reflects cultural story-telling practice:
“They (the parents) tell these (stories) at night. [...] Then you see, (later) the 
children go away. And they tell this (same) story (to their friends), the (story) 
that they had just heard. [...] And so the story spreads. It now spreads to 
many (people), and they now know the story, too.” (AAN, 17/05/12)
Ide resit nanget de dama renngi aris. [...] Deip maget, de sa nyitlirang ngatit. De sa irang ngeresit, 
na luqa amasitka, i medu iani, de ngerenarliqa. [...] Tika amasitka qatit. Sa qatira, mrama.., ama..,  
amaburlum nara. Be radrlem luqa amasitka.
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Some lessons II: Cultural practices

 Draw on pool of different stories, incl. little-known local 
stories:

Qaqet Tok Pisin English

Amiuqi kinama qasupka. Pusi wantaim rat. The cat and the rat.

Amiuqi kinama qasupka 
ianatlini. 

Pusi wantaim rat, tupela i 
poroman.

The cat and the rat were 
friends.

Chris Mitparlingi 
adapted it

Alfons Malau 
told this story

Chris Philemon 
is drawing it
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Case study 2: Naturalistic data

 Documenting children’s natural language use – some 
challenges:
 Mobility of children 
 Environment (torrential rains, water/mud)
 Not necessarily encouraged to speak
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Case study 2: Naturalistic data

 adults & 
children 
(in typical 
activities)

 evening meal

 children & their peers 
(recorders in backpacks)

 staged play activities
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Naturalistic data

 Several adults plus two 
children
 Adults engaged in some activity (weaving netbags/ropes, tending 

to fire, cooking, gardening)
 Children help out, interact with each other, and don’t stray too far 

from the adults
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ZJI (6;5) YMM! YMM!

YMM (2;5) [ignores ZJI]

ZJI (6;5) [hits YMM]

ZJI (6;5) nyurlu nanget pit! throw them on top!



Staged play

Panavu (2;11) Talai (2;11)

Murumgi (2;5)
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Staged play

 Mother/Aunt 
engages 
children in talk 
(while playing 
with props):

First 30 seconds of our first such recording:

mother nyitaqen you talk

mother nyi, nyitaqen you, you talk

mother sa, uantaqen you two talk now

YMM oki? [points to 
microphone]

don’t touch?

mother ai, tika nyitalak hey, you just play

YMM [cries; reaches for microphone]

mother de qurliqia leave it now

mother de nyitaqen you talk now

YMM [cries; plays with stones]
mother nyitaqen you talk

mother ZJI, nyitaqen ZJI, you talk
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Staged play

 More detailed instructions to mothers (= list of questions 
that could be asked)

 Naturalistic interactions interspersed:

YMM amana [points at tea] this one

mother as kerl uilas it is still hot

YMM amana:: this o::ne

mother auilas it is hot

mother as nguadang [pretends to be burned] I’m burned

YMM [moves over to grab tea]

mother a'ai, kua nguis okay, shall I blow (and cool it)?

mother nyisrlup now you drink
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Staged play

mother ah? papa qua? huh? where is daddy?

ZGT papa lu qua? daddy where?

mother nguluqa qua? where is he?

ZGT qua? where?

mother kuaridi qamit kua? where did he go?

ZGT mit agalip (he) went (for) groundnuts

mother ah? huh?

ZGT agalip groundnuts

mother kamit kua? where did he go?

ZGT galip groundnuts

mother da? really?

ZGT [shakes head] [yes]
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Types of data: sociolinguistic

 Sociolinguistic & observed data:
 on the uses of Qaqet vs. Tok Pisin
 Qaqet is still strong in this remote community, but clear signs 

for Tok Pisin gaining ground:
 in certain demongraphic contexts, e.g., children of mixed 

marriages
 in certain domains, e.g.:
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Types of data: sociolinguistic
33

mother to ZJI nyitaqen praqi talk to her!

YMM [counts figures; as she 
has seen ZJI do]

tu two

mother ee yes

mother tri three

YMM sis six

mother foa four

YMM poa four

[…]

mother to ZJI nyitaqa mugun, ZJI sit down properly, ZJI

mother to YMM foa four



Types of data: ethnographic

 Ethnographic data:
 on ideologies and practices of socialisation
 explanations for recorded events:

[Baby sneezes. Mother clears her throat.]

“she camouflaged the little one (to protect against harmful spirits)” (AJL, 
16/05/12)
Kia rlagen saini.
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Types of data: linguistic

 E.g., verbal grammar and lexicon 

Argument structure: uas tem + OBJ[parrots]

mother ip kauas temnget te i ama 
ginget?

he is guarding (watching) against 
what?

ZGT (2;11) galip groundnuts

mother anes (no) parrots

ZGT (2;11) galip groundnuts

ZKM (4;11) amanes, ngenama galip the parrots, together with the 
groundnuts
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Types of data: linguistic

 Background:
 Majority of verbal lexicon is compositional: verb roots + other 

verbs, nouns, adverbs, prepositions
 Many combinations are productive and have transparent 

meanings, but there are limits to the productivity,
e.g. met ‘in’
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Transitive Intransitive

barl shatter, split something barl met get shattered, split

bung break something crosswise bung met get broken crosswise

biny break, tear something -



Types of data: linguistic

 Background:
 Formatives often have multiple functions, e.g.:
 Valency-increasing met ‘in’ (physical contact)
 Valency-increasing pet ‘on’ (affectedness)
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Intransitive Transitive

kik kick kik met kick at

sis blow sis met blow at

nes shout nes pet shout at

nyan laugh nyan pet laugh at



Types of data: linguistic

 Background:
 Formatives often have multiple functions, e.g.:
 Atelic met ‘in’ (interior action)
 Atelic pet ‘on’ (exterior action)
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Telic + met ‘in’: atelic + pet ‘on’: atelic

tes eat tes met eat the inside (of 
e.g. a coconut)

tes pet eat the outside (of 
e.g. a mango)

tat pick up tat met shave (lit. pick up 
inside, such as roots 
of hairs)

tat pet peel off bark (lit. 
pick up outside)



Types of data: linguistic

 Background:
 Examples sketch out the distribution of two prepositions
 Qaqet has many more such formatives: 
 Semantic patterns for their distribution can be discerned
 At the same time, there are clear limits to their productivity, plus 

considerable lexicalization

 Pilot data: all the evidence points to children acquiring the 
semantic and combinatorial possibilities at a fairly late stage:
 Many instances where children use the formatives differently from 

adults
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Types of data: linguistic
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Adult target Child utterance

Argument 
realisation

kamir agalip
‘he went for groundnuts’

mit agalip 
‘went for groundnuts’ (2;11)

Noun 
classification

aqesingis 
‘feather (= flat things)’

aqesingem
‘bristle, stubble (= short things)’ (6;?)

Tense/aspect kikuarik pemga 
‘she is lifting him up’

kiquarik pemga 
‘she is lifted him up’ (8;?)

Lenition kamir agalip 
‘he went for groundnuts’

mit agalip 
‘went for groundnuts’ (2;11)

…



Types of data

 Pilot study:
 Made it possible to trial methods, familiarize everybody 

with the research procedure and build up trust in the 
community

 And suggested topics of interest for a future in-depth 
acquisition study

 But what we really need is:
 Longitudinal data
 Experimental data
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Project

 Comparing two acquisition scenarios:

 Monolingual acquisition = baseline
 Multilingual acquisition = socio-cultural setting typical for 

majority of languages
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Location Raunsepna
(mountains, remote)

Kamanakam
(coast, accessible)

Kokopo
(urban)

Languages Qaqet Qaqet & Tok Pisin
(& Kuanua)

Tok Pisin
(& Kuanua)

Acquisition of 
Qaqet

monolingual 
(until school age)

multilingual no longer acquired



Project

 Longitudinal corpus of natural & staged data

 Plus cross-sectional staged data
 Give insights into the language learning process & its 

cultural background
 Record of typical language input & output
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Per fieldsite

No. of focal children 2 (+ 1)

Age range 2;0-3;0

Recording schedule 4 hrs per month for 9 months +

Data 36 hrs per child; up to 108 hrs per site



Project

 And form baseline for controlled experiments in second 
phase of project
 Formulate testable hypotheses
 Identify appropriate contexts & ages for experiments
 Guard against task-based effects

 Pilot study identified a number of phenomena for 
further research:
 Argument structure & realization, noun classification, 

discourse particles & their interaction with TAM, lenition of 
plosives
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Project

 They are suitable domains for research, because: 
 Pilot data suggests that their acquisition is protracted
 All phenomena are salient in the adult language
 Characteristic of all non-Austronesian languages in the region
 Do not occur in contact language(s)
 Occur frequently in the natural data

 Can be investigated using low-tech experimental methods
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Project

 Set in cultural context:
 Central insight from language socialisation:

(Kulick 1992; Schieffelin & Ochs 1986)

 Language acquisition is part of a larger process by which people 
are initiated into a socio-cultural order

 Socio-cultural factors have an impact on trajectories of children’s 
language development

 Study of child language needs to include study of the socio-
cultural setting
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Thank you!

Murumgi (2;5)
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